
238 Putnam Avenue
Cambridge, MA  02139
May 4, 2001 

FAX 617-266-2381
ATTN:  Stephanie Varitimidis 

Roger Howlett
Childs Gallery
169 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116

Dear Roger:  

RE:  Eastman Johnson, Negro Boy.    Circa 1860, Oil on canvas, 
13-3/8 x 11-3/8 inches.  Signed LR:  "E. Johnson"  I examined 
the painting at the Childs Gallery on April 24, 2001.  

The painting relates to Negro Boy, 1860, oil on canvas, 14 x 17 
1/8 inches, collection National Academy of Museum, New York.  
This painting is reproduced on p. 134 in my essay, "Painting 
Race:  Eastman Johnson's Pictures of Slaves, Ex-Slaves, and 
Freedmen," in Teresa A. Carbone and Patricia Hills, Eastman 
Johnson:  Painting America (New York: Brooklyn Museum of Art in 
association with Rizzoli International Publications, 1999).  

You will note that the painting now at Childs Gallery has 
vertical dimensions, rather than the horizontal dimensions of 
the N.A.D.  The outline of the figure is identical in each 
painting.  
I much prefer the vertical painting to the one owned by the 
N.A.D.  The painting at Childs shows Johnson's finesse in terms 
of paint handling, color, light and dark qualities and details. 
It is, moreover, more finished than the N.A.D. painting although
it is uniformly thinly painted.  (The N.A.D. painting combines 
very thin painting with Johnson's characteristic impasto--
particularly on the white shirt of the boy.)  The detailing of 
the log exterior wall and floor boards is much more interesting 
in the one at Childs Gallery.  

If I might speculate:  I think that the painting at Childs 
Gallery was done after the N.A.D. painting.  It is much more 
satisfactory as a work of art, with the setting more fully 
realized (for the reasons given above).  It is also signed.  

The situation was as follows:  In 1859, after the successful 
showing of his chef d'oeuvre, Negro Life at the South, in the 
spring exhibition of the National Academy of Design, Johnson was
elected an Associate to the Academy.  The following year he was 
elected a full Academician.  Election entailed his giving the 
Academy a self portrait and one other painting.  Johnson often 



made second versions of his own favorite paintings.  I have 
evidence to suggest that his working method was to make a 
drawing of a figure on translucent paper, and then transfer the 
drawing to the canvases. Hence, in these different versions the 
basic figures stay the same (same silhouette and same size) but 
almost always details are changed (eg.the placement of 
furniture, of decorative objects, or trees and bushes for 
exterior scenes).  In the two Negro Boy versions the floorboards
and logs vary (knotholes, etc.).

The features of the boy are exquisite, such as the ear, hair and
the eyes, on which are placed deft highlights.  I also examined 
the painting with an ultra-violet light, a procedure which was 
not conclusive.  It seems as if only slight restoration is 
evident--with the exception of slight touches (perhaps on the 
nostril?).  There were no notations or labels on the back of the
picture.

Doing a photographic comparison, I notice that the weave and 
texture of the canvas has a striking resemblance to the painting
Studies of an Ojibwe Man, 1857, reproduced on p. 40 in Carbone 
and Hills, Eastman Johnson:  Painting America.  

I will be including the work in my catalogue raisonné of 
Johnson's paintings and drawings.  If you have other questions, 
do not hesitate to call or write.

Sincerely yours,

Patricia Hills
co-author, Eastman Johnson:  

                                                 Painting America and
Professor of Art History
Boston University


